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ASB Judiciary Powers Defined
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cause  he 















compi ise the judiciary can rec-
ommend expulsion to the adminis-











 is an 







diciaries. We have original juris-
diction on all general 






 are ones 
which may concern the 
community  
as well 
as the campus, such as 
water fights or 
bookstore  thefts. 
The chief 
justice
 made special 




al provisions per ae, but acts only 
If such a 










not  detei mine guilt. What 
we do is attempt to discover
 wheth-
er admitted facts are, in reality, 
violations of policy, and if this 
is affirmative, we determine penal-
ties." 
The ASH Constitution grants the 
judiciary
 the right to derive penal-






hours,  restriction of 
privil-
eges -- possibly the right
 to parti-
cipate in intramural activities, 
monetary fines, and recommenda-
tions for 




college administration expulsion. 
Thomas points out that although 
Istudents
 charged with an ASB 
violation
 are required 
to come 
before the judiciary, those 
break-
ing college
 policy rules are 
not.1
 
"But the judiciary is made up of 
people of the same generation and 
for this reason action will probably 
be 
more  equitable," he said. 
The ASB Judiciary 
is much like 
the United States 
Supreme  Court 




balance on the 
executive branches 
of the respective governments.
 
Thomas feels 
that there are also 
many misconceptions concerning 
the duties of the ASB Attorney 
General. "He is not supposed to 
look for violation. - he is not 
police officer," the chief justice 
pointed out. 
All charges are brought
 to the 
attorney
 general  by campus 
indi-
viduals 













so.  In this 
way
 his role 
is similar to 

































 author of "What







campus  Monday and
 Tues-
day  as SJS fall Visiting 
Scholar.  
The 
psychologist, one of the 
most
 sought after
 speakers in 
America 
today,  is amusing, exciting 
and always 
thought -provoking. He 
was formerly visiting 
professor  of 
psychology 
at
 Fairleigh Dickinson 
University, New Jersey, and pro-
fessor of psychology at Long Island 
University and
 at Pace College, 
New York City, where he headed 
the Psychology Department
 for 
more than five years. 
The psychologist, who is de-
Stanford's 
Harris 




Harris,  controversial Stan-
ford ASB president, will appear at 
tonight's 
Commission on Student 
Government at 7:30 in 
Cafeteria 
A 
and  B. 






him into the 
local press 
spotlight,  is 
expected
 to add fuel 
to the
 burning debate 
of student 
vs.  college 
government.  
Until recently, 
Harris  has 
sported  shoulder
-length
 hair and a 
beard. 
Now,
















Joe  Rynear, 
















Robert  D. 

































scribed as having "a little bit of 
Barrymore . 
. . a little Will Rog-
ers 
... a little G. B. Shaw, mixed 
with a smattering of Bob Hope.  
a Will Durant delivery 
and  an 
O'Henry finish," will climax his 
SJS visit with a lecture at 8 
p.m. Monday
 in the Concert
 
Hall.  
He will talk on "What To Do Until 
the Psychiatrist Comes." 
HUMOR
 
SJS students will have a chance 
to enjoy Dr. Banks'
 amazing abil-
ity to present psychiatric talks 
with humor and ready wit. 
During 





York  psychiatrist 
often doles out 
thought -provoking 
advice in the midst of jokes. 
A sample quip: 
"Some women
 are so 
worried
 
about  growing old 
that  overnight 





 day of your life as 
though it is your 
lastand
 one 
day you will be right." 
Other 
earnest  advice, 
which  oft-
en 
quiets the roars 
of
 laughter at 
Dr. Bank's lectures, is: 
"Parents, don't give 
your  chil-
dren more love and attention
 when 
they are sick 
than when they are 
well, or 









ability to talk things over. 
"Everybody, don't be ashamed
 to 
realize that you need that 'little 
bit of applause.' We all do, so get 
it and give 
it to others. Stay ad-
justed." 
The 
Visiting  Scholar, whose 





described as basically a serious 
speaker,  giving sound, almost 
homely, advice on the emotional 
and psychological problems of mod-
ern life.
 






Inter Dormitory Council, at 2:30 
p.m. 
Monday,  at Hoover Residence 
Hall, 325 8th St. The 
reception 














Two SJS students have placed 
in the top 10 of the Seventh An-
nual William Randolph Hearst 
Journalistic  Award Contest, ac-
cording to Dr. Dwight Bentel, 
Journalism
 and Advertising De-
partment chairman. 
Cindy Lyle, junior journalism 
major from San Diego, will receive 




 article was 
about the 






journalism major from Pacifica, 
was awarded $100 for being in a 
four-way tie for eighth place. 
Galstan's article was about Die-
ter Dengler, the first 
American  to 
escape from a 
Viet
 Cong prison 
camp. 
The Hearst 
Contest,  which is 
open to all 
universities  and col-
leges in 
the nation, was 
won this 
year by Leroy 























































est aquatic facility 
of any 
state  
college.  Yet 
we 
have  the 
largest
 






Pool slows the 
athletic
 
programs in both swimming 
and 
water 
polo. But, more importantly. 
it is an extremely
 poor teaching 
aid, and that is the primary con-
cern in 
any state college. 
"Our pool was built (in 
1932)  
for a college 
of
 600. Now we have 















 factor is the
 size 
of the 
pool, which measures 36 
feet wide and 21 yards long. The 
size factor alone 
forced  O'Neill 
to eliminate over 10 students from 
just one of his beginning 
swim-
ming classes this semester.
 


















pool  is 
so 






































 to note," Wal-
ton 
explained,
 "that Foothill, Cha-
bot 
and DeAnza 
Junior  Colleges, 
all 
which  are  
within








 also has a 50-
meter  pool, 
and
 most of 























 of California 
has 
two pools, 











shallow,  an all
-deep




lack  of 
width  of 
Spartan  
Pool













 swim across 
the width. They
 
take a few 
strokes and are there."
 
"With a pool this 
size, you 










Bv JERRY TOWNSEND 
Spartan
 Dolly Staff Writer 
"How do you marry and yet 
live like gentle lovers? Quite 
frankly, I do not know the 
an-
swer to that question," wrote Dr. 
Mervyn Cadwallader of the Tu-
torials Program in November's 
Atlantic Monthly. 
Dr. Cadwallader's article, "Mar-
riage as a Wretched
 Institution," 
prompted Dr. John W. Gilbaugh 




the Tutorials program, which 
he has vigorously 
opposed  since 
its inception 
two years ago. 
In a letter to the 
A t lant ic 
Monthly, ex -Dean Gilbaugh,
 whir 
was 
reassigned  to a teaching 
posi-
tion by Pres. Robert D. 
Clark 
in 
May, blasted the 
idea
 of sexual 
experimentation







 danger inherent in the ex-
posure  of impressionable young 
minds of college freshmen to a 
revolutionary social 
philosophy 
would make our concerns about 
communism, the 
hydrogen  bomb, 
and the war 
in Viet Nam pale by 
comparison," he wrote. 
Dr. Gilbaugh
 also struck at Dr. 
Cadwallader for refusing the "Ju-
daic -Christian concepts of the so-
cial 
institution of marriage." 
Dr. Cadwallader's article,
 largely 
a rewrite of a 
speech he gave at 
the 





















































 and half 
against. 
One  min-









































































students are asked to 
park 
their cars 
in driveways and 
to rake 
leaves



















The  campaign, 
which  will begin 
at midnight
 tomorrow,









 of Public Works
 
urges student 




divorce rates. This calls for an-
alysis and experimentation," he 
said. 
Dr. Cadwallader went on 
to say, 
"As a college professor, I deal 
with  
hundreds of students who have 
been unwitting victims of parents'
 
sour marriages and of 
broken
 
homes. I feel mine is a realistic 














 now feel 
constrained  
to reassess their 
relationship" to 
that program. 
Of the letter, Dr. Cadwaller
 said, 
"This is 
another  illustration of how 
completely out of touch he 
(Gil-
baugh)
 is with every aspect of the 
modern world and 
especially with 
problems,
 aspirations, hopes and 
dreams of college students 
today."  
"I warn my students in class 
about the difficulties in store 
for 
anyone who
 marries in America. I 
urge 
them  to be intelligent, re-
sponsible, creative, and careful. 
And I wish them well." 






 he is living
 in the 
19th century Bible 




believes a state college
 in 
California is no different than a 
Kansas grade 
school. He sees pro
-
lessors











 letter is re-
printed 









DIANE  TELESCO 
Spiulan  Dolly Stuff Writer 
The ASB Judiciary
 yesterday 





valid and reversed 
the decision of 
the  Student Activities 
Board  
(SAB) 













 light of the Elec-
tion 
Code, which states that
 all 
elections 
must  be arranged at 
least one month 
in advance of the 
voting  dates. 
Student 
Council  approved the 
dates on Wednesday, 
Nov. 9, only 
13 days 
before  the election, 
in-
stead of the
 required 30 days. 
The one month ban on 
the New 
Student
 was reversed by the Judi-
ciary on the 
grounds  that the pro-
vision of Act 27, giving SAB 
au-
thority  to impose penalties, is in 
violation of the ASB Constitution. 
The Constitution states that the 
ASB Judiciary can delegate 
its 
power to lower judicial bodies. 
The Judiciary has not ruled on 
whether  SAB is a lower judicial 
body, nor has it delegated its 
power of original jurisdiction to 
SAB. 
Chief Justice 
Steve Thomas said 
that
 the Judiciary will meet 
Mon-
day, Nov. 28,




Steve Pitcher, acted as the in-
terim attorney general in the SAB 
case since Ira Meltzer, ASB at-
torney
 general was 
involved.  
Ira Meltzer
 and Phil Whitten, 
co-editors of the New Student, 
ap-
pealed to the 
Judiciary on 
the  




 forbidding use of the 
megaphones  on 
Seventh
 Street had 
not 
been  passed by Student 
Coun-
cil.  According to Act 
27, SAB can-
not  enforce 


















































last  Daily 
until 
Wednesday,









 will be closed 
for the holidays.
 Even the dormies
 
are being evicted
 for Thanksgiving. 
Co -Rae is cancelled 
and Sparta 
Life winds up 
its sales. 
Dormies of the 
six campus resi-
dence halls will
 move out at 7 
p.m. 








 which caters not
 only to the 
dot -mica
 hut

















 will be 
open  





 will close for
 
the 




















classes  on 





























 Co-Rec will resume
 its 
regular schedule
 next week. 
Today 
and tomorrow are the
 














being  sold in 
front of 




 Street near the 
barbecue  pits and 
between  Mac-
Quarrie 











price  of the 
magazine

































band  and 
Sandy  Ger-
maine,  































 for the 
award winning edition. 
the attorney general must in-
form charged parties of the right
 
to have open or closed
 hearings. 
Meltzer
 said that although he was 
aware of the procedure, he was not 
informed




Whitten  ettarged 
that SAB violated Act. 36 in 
per-
mitting Rick Skinner, Spirtan 
Daily reporter, to be present dur-
ing "private" deliberation
 of the 
case. The act states that delibera-
tion proceedings
 ale to be closest. 
Jim Caldwell, chairman of SAB, 
admitted  that Skinner was pres-
ent during deliberations, but in an 
off-the-record
 capacity. 
The co-editors also claimed that 
the
 hearing procedure were "flag-
rantly violated." 
Act 36 provides 
that the 
party  charged must 
be 
present when 
evidence  is cited to 
the  
judiciary.  
"Most of the 
evidence




fore us," Meltzer 
said. "The re-
port of the
 security file 
concern-
ing




presented  by 
Pitcher,
 was never 
presented to us. 
Pitcher 
said,  "This 
report  was 
not 
allowed out




of paper I 
have 
here is notes




 Pitcher was 
not  












 the hen 




will  race 2.9 
















 race will start
 at 3:30 p.m. 








participants line up there 
by 
3:10  to be checked in. 
This 
year




for  the novice 
division  and 11 
will run 
in the open 
class,  for 
those 
















winner,  while the 
duck
 and chicken 
are given






will  also be 
awarded
 
to the top three 
runners
 in each 
class. A 

















 in front 
of the cafeteria,
 proceed into 
Spar-
tan 




Uniuh warned that all the run-
ners have been assigned
 numbers 
and must pick them up in his 






 service will be 
held at 8 p.m. 








Council,  feat ured 
speaker





Richard  Younge, campus 
pastor of the SJS 
Episcopal  Stu-
dent Association. 
Hymns which have been ar-
ranged as folk music will be sung 
to guitar accompaniment. 
Offerings of either canned food 
or money
 are encouraged. Canned 

















































































































































































































































their  job 
is
 not to 
censor  


































 of a 
member  of the 











 into a long 
session which 
ended





 is more 





 that SAB follow ju-
 dicial
 procedures 








getting bogged down 
in time -
wasting maneuvers.
 While this may 
have been SDS' intention, to delay 
the case, SAB failed to comprehend 
























































































































































































































































































































feels  are 










 but as 
long 
as SAB







 the New 
Left 
or 























De Facto Defense 
The lockout issue proves once more 
that Student Council presents a facade 





has  been six weeks 
since  our great 
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 the possibility of 




the  Spartan Daily undertook 
its popular campaign 
against lockout, 
Council has triggered its support of the 
reform with the force of a BB. 
First it spent a 
month loading and 
cocking its gun and then when 
it fi 
nally 
pulled the trigger the 
resolution  
that came out was a blank. 









from  a hard hitting call 
for abolition to a mild 
endorsement  of 
a campus 
wide vote on the 
matter.  
So far, there 
has been no vote. AWS
 
must share
 the blame for this de 
facto 
defense of unfair rules. 
The council
 has been 
typically  in-
decisive in the 
action while AWS 
has 
not  even 
undertaken
 to seek the views
 
of the 
women whom it 
represents.  
Sitter AV'S has 
more























 there's an 
opening in 






































dean of the 
college, sent the 
following
 lefter to 
the Atlantic 
Monthly  in response
 to an article 
by SJS professor
 Dr. Mervyn Cadwallader,
 for 
its 





 in the 
November












 of the 
Judaic -
Christian  concepts
 of the social 
institution of 
marriage.  Inasmuch as 







one of the nation's
 most prestigious
 
magazines,  every 




Minister  and every 
Jewish Rabbi, 
should  feel compelled to declare 
his stance 
on this important subject. 
Silence 
by our religious 
leaders  may tend 
to 
he equated as 
approval  of Dr. 
Cadwalla-
der's flagrant 
contempt  ibr religious and 
moral 
principles and the civil
 laws whidi 




The proposals for trial marriages bound by 
short-term contracts and his encouragement
 
for late teenagers and young adults to under-
take cohabitation without
 benefit of marriage 
should constitute a threat to the parents of 
teen-agers in every home 
in the land. 
Though Dr. Cadwallader is within tho 
bounds of his
 academic discipline, sociology, 
in writing on the subject of 
marriage, his 




the  expostuse of 
impressionable
 young minds 
of college
 fresh-
men to a revolutionary social philosophy.  
espoused by 
college professors which advo-
cates 
the dissolution of the institution
 of 
marriage
 may have 
consequences  which 
would 
make OUT concerns about communism, the 
hydrogen bomb, and the war in Viet Nam, 
pale by 
comparison. 
The American taxpayers who support our 
public institutions of higher learning must 
resolve soon the problems of setting moral 
and academic standards for college
 professors 
so that academic 
freedom
 will cease to be 
considered 
equivalent
 to academic license. 
Prior 
to the 






art Dean of the


















in Humanities and Science 
headed by 
Dr. 











students  who were 
admitted  to 
A15344 
the "experiment"





 academic achievers 
of the freshman 
class, 
the program's 
enrollment  suffered a 
40 
per cent attrition 
by
 the completion of 
its 
first year. 
For this and other 
reasons, which 
may be 
obvious  now to the
 reader.  I pro-
posed
 discontinuance

















in the Atlantic  
Monthly,  
parents

























semester my roommates and
 I 
moved 
into  an apartment
 on South Seventh
 
Street 
owned  by Killion 






 wanted to 
move  
in right after
 finals in January,
 there was 
"not enough
 time to clean
 the apartment,"
 
and so for the 
first  two weeks of 
occupancy, 
we cleaned the oven, washed 
walls and gen-
erally
 made the apartment stristeble-to
 live in. 
Needless to 
say the managers 
were very 
happy to see  us doing their
 work and at that 
time, 
promised
 to return to us in 
full our 
cleaning  deposit which was $20 
apiece
 or $80 
total. 
 
We continued to live there during 
the six -
week summer session. On Aug. 5 and 6 we 
moved out with the help of 
a few friends and 
my parents. It 
took all of us about eight hours 
of hard work to clean and move. 
I 




 and asked 
that she inspect the 
apartment. She was too 
busy just then 
but assured me that our clean-
ing deposits would be returned and that if 
there was anything
 wrong with 
the apart-
ment that could be deducted from the clean-
ing deposits, she would contact us so that we 
might 
correct  it. 
On 
my return to State our checks hadn't 
arrived 
and my old roommates and 
I decided 
to 




checks were in the 
mail.  No checks ever ar-
rived 
... after numerous 
atempts
 to contact 
the 
owners, all fruitless,
 we went to small 
claims
 court and 
filed  charges against
 Spar-
tan Rental, 
etc.,  etc. Finally
 our case was
 
heard in 





 were not 
present. 
The 

















action  by the
 students 
as a whole 
has been 
taken to 
expose  and 











































group  and 
if 
they
































































































































I watched in 
terror.,  linable. to 
do
 any-
thing as It approached.
 Mogul, the horror
 
of
 the hill, the great












chill  wind, feeling
 my legs 
buckle slightly 
as that great swelling mass 
reached out
 for me. 
Mogul, the killer of the mountains, the 
abominable
 snow 
man of the 
Sierras.  Mo-
gul, the 
great  rolling danger to any who 
knew 







against the white snow, flashed in the 





ster, this craving beast that lay in wait 
for the innocent, the unwary, the unsus-
pecting. 
And that I was. Innocent as the snow, 
unwary of the great threat that crept 
through those rolling hills and unsuspect-
ing of the danger in that sudden rising of 
threat. 
Mogul waited for me, and I watched 
the sharp tips of my skis slide over its 
great side. 
Mogul,  whose twisting curve tossed me 
skyward and, over and over, down the 
slope, anus and legs spinning anti 
flailing  
as skis went one way and
 I went the other. 
I lay in that white 
snow,  dizzy, stars 
flickering 
down
 like last night's snow.
 
Suddenly someone broke
 the trance with, 
"Are you 
hurt?"  
Weakly  I began to move, 
very slow at 
first, testing every joint,
 bone and muscle. 
After realizing 
that  miraculously I had 
survived what
 seemed like a death dive,
 
with only 
a few bruises to complain
 about, 
I got to my feet. 
Putting on 




 next run down 
the slope. An-
other 










Today marks the third anniversary of 
the assassination of 
Pres.  John F. Kennedy. 
Like the shots at 
Valley Forge, the shots 
fired 
that November day in Dallas were 
heard around the world. Not only the 
United States, but many nations felt a 
profo  I sadness at the loss of a great 
leader. Its a rare tribute to an American, 
world leaders, many of them virtual 
ene-
mies, marched shoulder to shoulder in a 
universal act of mourning. 
Most Americans felt shock and
 confu-
sion following the tragedy.
 How could such 
an act take ['lace in the United 
States?
 




assassinations  in other 
countries,  
felt it 
couldn't  happen here. But 
it did, 
and the soul-searching began. Why did it 
happen? 
Was the act of 




 mind or was it a 
reflec-
tion
 of the 
malignant
 hatred which was 
eating away at the
 country? Perhaps 
much  
of





 death was 
more
 of a 
balm
 to soothe 
the consciences
 of those 
who  had done 
nothing  to 
offset






mourning  was 
the  re. 
suit of 
guilt  feelings 
or









impossible  to 
fill. Perhaps

















care.  He 
invited 
trust  and 
respect
 not by 
his mere 
authority, 











three  years  
tend
 to obscure 
the real
 man 












 he wasn't 

































 involved in a war, U.S. 
prestige
 
is at an 
all-time





















example  of dedi-
eating  
our lives
















































JOE  DEVLIN 
Spartan 




















 3:30 and 







 film is 
a direct render-
ing of the famous play by Mo-
ller°, performed













"The Comedic, or the Theatre-
Francaise,








is a direct descendent of the 
theatre of 











merchant. not Noting taken 
by 
the  obsession to 
belong
 to the 
nobility,
 which at that 
time 
in 








"when the daughter falls 
in love 










to marry into nobility
 
so as to give him a foothold as 
a gentleman."
 
"The problem in trying to get 
the old man to agree to the 
marriage is the source 
of
 much 





 song,  and 
music," said Gumlenet. 
The 
95 -minute
 film is the first 
in a series 
based on 
the  reper-
toire of the Comedic Francaise. 
It is 
not a strict adaptation for 
the 





 dimensions and per-
spectives made possible by the 
motion picture
 camera. 




Jourdain  is marched by 
that of director












 in music, will 
pre-
sent




 Nov. 29, in Con-
cert Hall as partial fulfillment 
of the requirements for the Mas-
ter of Arts degree. Admission is 
free  and open to the campus 
community.  
Her program will include 





-Somata  No 
7, 
Op. 
"The New Wineskin" 
presents  
Dr. Bernard Loomer 
third in a series 
Sunday. Nov. 
27, 6:40 p.m. 
Supper 








 San Fernando 













Pmkofieff and two 
selec-
tions from  "Iberia Suite," by 
Albeniz.  
Miss Ellsworth,
 an honor grad-
uate, received 
her B.A. and Spe-
cial 
Secondary  Credential in 
Music in 1964. She spent the 
following year in Rome. Italy, 
where she studied
 with Maestro 
Carlo 
Zecchi  at the 
Academy  of 
St. Cecelia and 
with Maestro 
Fausto 
Zadra of the Centro In-
ternazionale
 Studi Musicali. 
She also has 
studied piano 
with 
Edward A. Hoy of San
 Ma-
teo,





















re, .ba--; put your 
VW
 in top shape. 





















































 $275- 3.50 - 
4.25 
40 W. SAN CARLOS  
295-0888  
ON SALE: 
SAN  JOSE 
BOX
 OFFICE 
STUDENTS,  50°. 
DISCOUNT 
ON




 TO PERFORM 
Alexei Goman, above, performs the "Polzu-
mets," a Russian folk dance. He is a member of 
the Ukrainian Dance Company from the  Soviet 
Union,
 which will 
appear  at the Civic 
Auditorium 
at 8:30 p.m. Tuesday,  
Nov. 29. A 
50
 per cent 
discount on tickets is available 
to
 SJS students 
for the appearance
 of the 100 -member folk 
group. Tickets are now on sale at the San Jose 
Box Office, 40 W. San 
Carlos  St. Tickets without 
discount are from $2.75 to 
$6.50. 
Women Over 29 Hold First 
Meeting  
In New 
Clubhouse,  Plan Open
 House 
lt 1:1% MINN MII.I,s 
Arc "I.o!le Old Ladle,- tak-
ing over S.JS? Arcot ding to 



















formed Society of Adult Women 
Students Thursday
 and expressed 
her surprise at the large num-
ber of mature
 women in attend-
ance at SJS. 
















ladies", "means it should be 











One of the first items 
which 
was impottant to 
the  "over 29" 
woman student has already been 
taken care of. A building al  177 
South 10th has been provided, 









a I ready graces 
the 
premises. This will be open daily 
for social 
gatherings or strut., al.' 
and 
will  be
 the meeting 
plac.
 





mas Open House, Thursday, Dee. 





 Jan. 5 at 2 
p.m 
The 
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the intert-i the older women
 
students displayed toward a so-
cial
 life they could enjoy and 
and the chance to have a semi-
nar with students in the same 
age gioup. 
Other changes these students 
expressed interest in were ca-
reer information geared 
to
 the 
older woman and diffeient tech-
niques of registration, orienta-
tion and testing. 
Choir To Sing With City Orchestra 
Tonight At 
8:30 In Civic Auditorium
 
Edwin
 Dunning, associate pro-
fessor of 
music,  and the 75 -
member 
SJS A Cappello Choir 
will perform with the San Jose 
Symphony Orchestra in an All -
Stravinsky 
program  at 8:30 
p.m. 
tonight in the 
Civic  Auditorium. 
Major work of the 
orchestra's  
seasonal opener 
will  be the Greek 
tragedy
 "Oedipus Rex." Libretti) 
is by the late French author 
Jean Cocteau. 
Single




 be obtained at the 
auditorium 
box  office. 
It;,  
















will portray the messenger. Tenor 


























pear as Creon. A bass -baritone,
 
he 
heads  SJS' Opera
 Workshop. 
His first 
principal role was the 










































 should be made  
























































































 V. .  , - 
"Music 
Man'












Dr.  Harold 
Crain.  professor
 




 uf mitt -
sic. 
Tickets
 may obtained 
at 
the 
SJS  Box Office 
between
 1-5 
p.m. today and Monday through 
Frida.
 
Dec. 9. Admission for 
events::wrformances 
in the Col -












night and Saturday, 
Dee,  3, is 
$1.25  






 for the performan-
ces on Wednesday.
 Thursday  and 




















































 ITII ASB CARD 
Art Cleaners 
398 E. 
Santa  Clara 293.1030 
scsivaAL 
SPECIAL  FOR 






Thi,, ern.    and $1.49 
is good for  a 
COM-
PLETE  Family 





Tuesday,  or 
Wednes-
day through
 November 30. Soup,
 
sal ash, 
vegetable; choice of 
beverage,  entree and 
dessert. 
Newspaper
 Reviews of 
Dr. John 
Gilbaugh's  Book 
"A PLEA FOR SANITY IN THE 
PUBLIC 
COLLEGES  AND UNIVERSITIES" 
"Attempts of 
self-interest  
groups to seize 
control  











in a recently 
i'.sued
 book titled, 'A Plea for Sanity 
in the Public Colleges and Universities.' " 
Woody Johannes in 













The book has been listed in: 
The Rotarian Magazine  Publishers' Weekly 
Vertical File 
Index 
Dr. Gilbaugh's Plea for Sanity is on sale at: 
Spartan Bookstore 





80 s. 1st 
At $1 





NOS WORTHY Of PIM!
 5140  ASSUPANCI 
HINT 
FOR A DIAMOND 
FROM PROCTOR'S 
We hare been proilding engagement
 
rings  to 
three generations of girls in the San Jose 
area. 




value  when you select






























(leen Monday & Thunder 
111  9 








Oman Mon.,  Than.
 411 Fri. 
4119:30 
p.m.-Freels...16n/  in 
Front of More 
L-SPARTAN
 DAMP
 Tuesday, November 22, 19681 
Poloists
 Aim for 2nd Gold 
Trophy  
By LEW 
ARNIISTEAD I ton's poloists 
go to San Francisco 
Spartan  Daily 
sports  Writer State 
this afternoon
 in hopes of 
Not satisfies( with one post -1 bringing home 
their second gold 
season tourney victory. Lee Wal- trophy in less than a week. 
I 
0- -




complete  collegiate  experience 
worship 
this




the  downtown church 























STUDENT'S  DINNER 
Choose from 

















8.30 p.m. -1:30 am.
 


















 \-r( \i/aVit" NT( 
irrinTFilfiefai
 













































































































All  very 
well,
 you say, 
but what's 
it got to do 
with you? 
Isn't it 




college,  get 
your mother a job. 
What
 kind of 






 35 and 
50 years 
of




immediately  be 
ruled  out. 
Logging,  for 











 sure, but 
some.  
However,
 you must 
not stick 
Mom 
in just any 







 you, she 
would  be bored
 to tears 
as a file 
clerk, for 




























was  saying, 
find
 Mom a job










experience  but, 
at the same 




tissues.  That's 











sophomore  at 
the  Upper 




 majoring in 
raffia, ap-
proached 
the  problem 
scientifically.  First 
he asked himself
 
what his mother 
did best. Well sir, 
what she did best 
was 
to keep 
hollering,  "Dress 
warm,  Walter!" 
At first glance this 
seemed a skill not widely in 
demand,  
but Walter was not discouraged.
 He sent out hundreds of 
inquiries and 
today,
 I am pleased to report, his 
mother  is 
happily





fortunate venture was that of 
Frank C. Grans. 
mire, a junior at the 
Oregon  State Conservatory of Music 
and Optometry, majoring in sties. 
Frank, like Walter, did 
a survey 
in depth of his mother's talents. Chief among 
them, he found, was her ability 
to make a roast of beef 
feed 
the  whole family for three days. So, naturally, Frank 
got
 her a job at the Museum of Natural History. 
What has one to do with the other, you 
ask?
 Isn't it 
obvious? Anyone 
who  can stretch ribs like 
that
 belongs la 
paleontology. 
treverAL  
cannot  conclude this 





 Blades. The 
reason I cannot is 
that  this column is 
sponsored by the 
makers of 
Personna  Super 
Stainless
 Steel Blades, 
and 
they are inclined 
to get peckish if I 
omit





 that it is a 
chore  for me to 
plug  
Personna. 
Or,  for the 
matter
 of that, to 
shave with 
Personna.
 No air: 
no
 chore. Personna
 takes the 
pain out 
of shaving,
 scraps the 
scrape,
 negates the 
nick,  repudiates 
the 
rasp,  peels the 
pull, boycotts
 the burn, 
blackballs  the 
bite, ousts




































 you a 
chance  to 
grab  a fistful











































































 hopes for win. The
 Olympic Club has 
more  




, Tourney today. 















Club  came 
in double 
overtime  be -
action this afternoon
 at 3 against 
hind
 the three -goal 
scoring per -
the University of Pacific. 
formances
 of Greg Hind 
and Steve 
The freshmen squad 

















 the winner 
which 
will run concurrently.
 The of their 
bracket anti SJS' 
playing 
ft -ash
 see its first action 






break  in  If 
the
 Spartans win,
 they will 
the 
draw  being 
paired
 with the 
play  at 4 p.m. 
and 10 p.m. 
If
 
Olympic  Club 
and
 UOP. The 
other,  they 
lose,
 they'll perform
 at 6 
I bracket
 contains 
three  strong p.m. 
and 8 p.m. 
teams-- the 
University  of 
Cantor-  
Foothill
 could be 
the  surprise 
nia, 
Stanford  and 
Foothill  Junior 
in the other 
group.  The Owls
 have 
College. 
I lost to 
Cal and 
USC by 
only  one 




members  of 
its  group 
today
 and 




last team is 




 Club Re -







 at 5 p.m. today.
 
UOP is probably the 
weakest
 
A win will 
put the freshmen 
into 
team in the 






a loss will 
eliminate them 
from 
should have little trouble in 
ad-
vancing 







 is slated 
The Spartan.s 
boast a 10-6 vic-
tory 
over UOP at Stockton
 and 
for 9 p.m. and
 third place
 will be 
easily defeated the
 Tigers at Spar- 
decided 
at
 7 p.m. 
tan Pool earlier. 




again,"  Walton said. 
him and have














Nine members the SJS judo 
shouldn't





team were promoted to higher 
But 
he




 the San Jose Buddhist 
team in this 
tourney  can be 
over- 











classification - the 
uled for 9 p.m., should 
be another 
black
 belt, or Shodan, when he 
story, 
however.  While 
SJS  holds 





points are needed 
to advance. 
an 




















for  the 
tournament.  
Ozawa with 20 points, Mark Bul-
GOALIE  
PROBLEMS  











Advancing to second brown belt
 









had 30 points when he needed 17, 
Jim Gellepis, 20 points and Phil 
specialist  and 








test  strip on the 






Walton  pre -









they gave us 
$15,000 and 


















 the I 
points, respectively, and needed 17 
world famous
 track coach.
 "We I 
to 






  to 
heat,  weather and 




 of wear 
at
 all," notes 
had 
galloped  over the surface
 in 
previous 
tests,  "and. there 
was no 


























or ice cream 
with purchase of steak 
or chicken dinner. 














 food 24 hrs. a day 






























 Motor  
Repairi 
1478 W. San Carlos
 
 Telephone 286-3670 
across from 



























Distinci   

























 has SJS 
track 
coach  









track,  is 
























a long time 
coming,"
 notes 
Winter.  "Its 
birth 
began  with 
an idea. 
That idea 


























 the old, but 













his  dream a 
reality.  
"I 





 tired of 
our  refusing 
every-
thing. They
 wanted to 
give




Entries are due today for bad-
minton, 
according  to Intramural 
Director Dan Unruh. Forms 
may 
be picked up in 
the intramural of-
fice, MG121, and must
 be re-
turned there for




The deadline for 
free throw com-
petition
 is Monday, the same day 




 will open 
Wednesday, Dec. 7. one day 
after  
the entry 





Kleenex   15c 
3 Hershey Bars   Sc 
2 Toilet Tissue   
10e 
Paper Towels ..... 10c 





















 iSfh & 
gay.. 
lath & Taylor 
13th 
Men's P.E.,

















knew  what we 
wanted.
 
'TRACK OF FUTURE' 
"The tartan 
was  the 
track of 
the future so far 
better  than any 






not  even 
















 the credit for





uous knockout blows and still
 
getting the track. 
"There




tartan track in 
the  world - and 















 surface in 
the 
United  States is 
at 
MacAllis-
























Walt  Mac- ! 
mer  Olympics in 
Mexico City. 
Pherson, Men's 
Physical  Education 
MacPherson,
 who did 



































 firms." re- 
expense- 
that is  no 
secret.  But by 
members 












challenge  was to 
produce 





 would be   
faster 
than  any other 
known  -and 
hold
 up through 




make  the old look like 
new, take 
your  shoes to 
SM 























Coast  and 
they 
have 





























 to the 
fin-
















still  don't have 
everything  
-we need 
a larger apron 
for the 
field  events and 
a run out for 
the 
hurdles. 





cautions  NI - 
Pherson. 
STANDING ONLY 






others  shoulders 
....! 
we're going to get them in there. -
claims Winter.
 "I am very, very 
eager
 that the track be finished 
for target date March 
17, when 
we host the University of Cali-
fornia in 
a dual meet." 
With world record holders Tom-
my Smith and Lee Evans 
on
 the 
SJS club, speculation is that Win-
ter will pair off 
his  record holders 




rather  dramatic opening - 





CO rel niiiiiC 
your
 gualii, milik 
dore. Specitliziny in 
gine 
elattk  ("altars. 















2- & 3 -Bedroom 
Apartments 
2 






 & 2 Salinas
 
4  


























 One Side, 
Including  Paper) 
Other  
groafillits
















SOUTH  FIRST 














 'N!eivernter  
1.1rn  
ISIPE('IAL  TO THE DAILY) 
LAWRENCE, Kan. SJS' cross-
country team, paced by the 12th 
place finish of Byron
 Lowry cap-
tured third 








Villanova, like SJS, a well-
balanced club, dethroned Western 
Michigan
 as the national cham-
pions with Kansas State second. 
The Volunteeis collected 
79 points 
to 155 for Kansas 
State
 and 
183  for 
the Spartans. 
 Elated coach
 Tracy Walters said. 





to Bill Langdon midway through
 
the 
race, we could have won." 
A meet record was set by Gerry 
Lindgren of Washington Statea 
former pupil





the six -mile 
course 
in
 29:01.4, far ahead of the
 
former mark of 











Walters, and placed 
20th  in the 
field. Jim Sullivan was 
24th,  two 
places higher than his finish last 
year in the nationals with a time 
of 31:07, only six seconds behind 
Klemmer.  
Despite his ailments, Langrion 
crossed the finish line in 80th place 
with Steve Brown 104th. Langdon's 
time was 31:07 and Brown 32:48.3. 
Russ Mahon and Chuck August, 
running in their.  first 
national 
meet placed 133rd
 and 167th, re-
spectively. 
Many of the top clubs picked to 
finish high in the standings failed 
to do so. The biggest disappoint-
ment, in the eyes of the home fans, 









despite  having 
Jim Ryun on the
 
team.  









-25  points 
















San  Jams Beek 




ON THE ARTS. Recent 
WOODWORKING 
TOOLS  & HOW 
trends in 
architecture.  art and the 
TO USE THEM. 
Methods,  techniques 
Rim. 150 
drawings
 & photos, 28 in full 






& PORTS OF 
CALIF.  His-
SOULE'S 
DICTIONARY  OF 
ENG- torical
 & entertaining











 Pub. at $6) 
Now $2.98 









 of  famous 
IC POETRY. Ed.




. Now $1.98 
Over 
600 poems. ($7.50) $3.95 
THE EARTH: Rocks. Minerals
 & Fos.
 THE 
KENNEDY  WIT. 























Games,  puzzles 
and tricks 
(with  an. ARY. 
More than 
















Children's  books, 
Religion.  Music, 
Art,
 etc. Get these 
new 
books at 
Bargain  Prices Now 
at San Jose 
Book
 Shop. Come 
Early  for Good 
Choice.  
IF YOU 









immediate  information as to price, exact 
title and 
availability. If 
we don't have 





















between  3rd 








































































































































Illinois,  with 
famed
 Oscar 




 surprise low finishers
 for a 
strong team. 
Several teams 





 felt the 
brunt of the 










 Miami of 
Ohio placed 









 for their 















tween Lindgren and 
Tracy  
Smith 






























team is "bushed" from the all-
out 













-Star  Team 
By JIM STREET 
Spartan Daily Sports Writer 
Undefeated University of San 
Francisco and twice -beaten SJS 
dominated the WC1SC 
soccer  All -
Conference selections 
announced 
Saturday following the NCAA 
game 
between  the two clubs in 
San 
Francisco.  
The Spartans, who won 10 games 
and lost only
 twoboth to USF, 
and by identical 2-1 scores  
placed
 two players on the first 
team and four on the second select 
group. 




 on the first squad 
and three on 
the second. 
University of Pacific had two 
on the first
 team, Stanford one 
on each club, Cal
 two on the first 
team and two on the second team 
and league cellar
-dweller Chico 
State placed one member on the 
second team to round out the 
the selections. 
University of California
 at Davis 
failed to place a 
player  on the 
All -Conference list. 
Heading the first
 team list from 
the 




and forward Henry Ca
-
macho. 
.The teams. were .selected on a. 






Locci,  one of the 
three  seniors 




team  this year 
and
 performed 
in his usual 









American  role was 
no






goals to gain his 
forward 



















in leading the 










incurred  at 
Stan-
ford could
 have been 







































rounded out the first squad. 
The roost disappointed 
award  for 
the 
season could go to 
the 
Spar-
tans' Gary lacini. The 
stocky
 cen-
ter  halfback was a key
 to the 
SJS defense all season 
but 
was 
only named to the 
second team. 
He is, however, only a junior and 
will return to the
 Spartans next 
year.
 Mani Gonzalez topped 
off  an 
outstanding year 
with a second 
team berth. 









 out the 
selection  for 
the
 Spartans 
was  junior 
Fred
 









 will return 
to SJS 
for 
another  year, 




 Mangiola to 
serve 
the nucleus














and  Tor 
Rasmus-
sen of 










 out the 
selections











season  with a 














It will be the last game in col-
lege 















































Southhampton  or 
Rot-
terdam. Arris





Rotterdam  is Janu-
ary 31. 
10% 























































































 S. White 
Rd.  258-3361 































hx..e  AS B 
cards 
for 






"I think we have a great chance 
of winning
 the Federation meet," 




enthused with their showing at 













"We are overlooked 
as far 
as 
being picked as a possible win-
ner,  but the guys came through in 
great fashion." 
The likable coach said 
the con -
census of opinion on the part of 
opposing coaches was of 
surprise 
after the race and applauded the 
efforts of the 
Spartans.  
"We didn't do real well last 
year 
and had only three runners coming 
"LET'S GET ACQUAINTED
 PASS" 
This Coupon Entitles Holder 
to Free Time 




Ping Fong Shuffleboard 
Slot Car Racing Snooker Indoor 
Archery 
Open 365 Days, II a.m. to Midnight 
 Fri. & Sat. until 2 a.m. 
Good Anytime, Except 
on
 Holidays  Void After Dec. 2, 1966 
LIMIT ONE PASS TO A PARTY 
Mouniain  View ..?utnity 
kerrealion  Cenler 








 with your vacation 




16 .. January 2 
December
 17     J  
y 3 
Chicago, round trip, 
DC






   January 2 
Both these /ow 











 This Reservation for 
CHARTER  FLIGHTS 
1112 Market St. 
1611005%*  
San Francisco. 
Calif.  94102 
Name   
Address 
State    
Zip  
City   
  Phone
   
$20 deposit,











 r and 
Langtioni.
 This could have had a 
bearing on SJS 
being  overlooked. 
The
 Spartans 




 and many 
will  start 
working out with 
head
 coach Bud 
Winter and 
Walters
 for the com-








 Steel Loop 
Course knows 
where the 
action is. He's an 
electrical 
engineer  at the 
world's  
most  
modern steel plant 
our Burns Harbor Plant 
in northern
 Indiana. 
Join the action. 












at your placement 
office. Then sign up 
for a campus interview. 
Our 1967 Loop Class 
has openings for technical 
and non -technical graduates 
(and post -grads)
 for 
careers in steel 
operations,  
research, 
sales,  mining, 
accounting,  and other 
activities.  
An Equal Opportunity 
Employer 
in





































to fit all 
feet. 








 like the rich crew.
 -.PONT'S 1114.1110191..
 
Mann Haus Bindings 
S-SPART 
TOMMY  












Ovemeas  jobs are 
available
 
this, Belgium, France, Great Britain, 
























 work, sales, restaurant. hotel 
























Crowd" that has 
found  a new 
way  to meet 
interesting,
 exciting 






 a favor, 
write 
today  for your FREE 
bro-
chure - no 
salesman  will call! 





I P 9 1 4 .
 Print 
MAIL 





 Dept. SD 





cruise boats, kitchen 
work  
and child care in foreign coun-
tries. 
Information as to cost and ap-





those unable to attend the
 meet-
ing, more 












Pool  Needed 
(Continued
 from 

















 Walton. 1 






 in Spartan 
Pool,  the 
depth
 doesn't even 
meet the recom-
mendation





Spartan  Pool 


















































25 S. 3rd Street 
292.1052  
"You
 can go 

































































ENCYCLOPEDIA  SET 
20 
Volumes 
































































TEMPEST,  ... le 
$SC  
-,4f/,-





 IRS, laie 65. 
Dove 
or 0 ins 
-. 





 . ,-ien, good engine and 
,nrerior,  It 
ti.  i450 
or 









































after 5 p.m. 
'6$ TR-4. 




tali- . Call 286-
0883
 after
 6 c 
'65 MG 
MIDGET  Roadster. Fully 
eq.. ri 
wire wheels. Less than 7,000 
miles 
an 
offer. Call 378.1160 after 
7 ' 
'64 mei. Driven
 by lady school 
teache  




 red interior, wire 
wheels. tonneau.  $1,900. 
253.9414.
 








 C  
.c-(1  5081. 
'59 
SIMC A   I, A- 












 double and single 
bed( 
and many other 
items.
 298-5243. 
SKIS, poles and bindings. $45. 
Ancient  
di; boots,























$20.  Excellent 
condition.
 Tempco 
Down Parka, neon's large. $15. Tyrol sus. 
Deriders.
 $2.50. Pivetta climb boots, men s 
8. $5. 
298-6986.  











Park. Call 225.1500. 
SALESMEN:








 Pay is 
excellent.  Apply in 
person 
after






Christmas  Tree lot on 













 4th end 
San Carlos. 
11










 1/2 blk. 












 to share three
-bedroom  
house. Two blocks from school. $35 a mo. 
455 San Salvador. 287-0798.
  
TWO -BEDROOM
 FURNISHED apt. for 
rent. Clean, 
close to campus. Across 







 to share 3 -
bedroom, 
furnished













 to share two
-
bedroom apt. $75. 620 S. 


































































O For Sale (3) 
 























One time Three 
tImet Five times 
3 linos 1.50 
2.25 2.50 
4 lines 2.00

































Rams   
(Please 
Print) 
CRY   















425 E. San Fernan-
do, "D.' Between 9th and
 10th. Call 
286-3946
 or come 
over after
 5 p.m. ,  
ATTRACTIVE  STUDIO 
apt,  for rent. 
$97.50 per month. 
475 
S. 4th Ste
 Apt. 8. 




 $30 per month. 
287-6881  
or 






$25  per 




















 to share split level
 apart. 




























in, one or two. Private. clean. 
Kitchen
 
viieges. 460 Emory. 298-3374. 
LOST AND
 FOUND 16) 
LOST: Boxor.Beagle
 puppy. Brown with 
black face, broken tail. Lost on Nov. 10. 
Call 2864098.  
LOST: Bieck female  dog with white spot 
on
 chest. Terrier cut, has two collars. 
Name is. 
"Sloopy."  Missing since Nov. 
10. Call 
Lynda, 197-5397. Reward! 
FOUND: 
Woman's coat picked up by 
mistake
 during blood drive. Claim 















 Receive age 25 or 
over 
rates 
on auto insurance. Liability
 net $67 
innuallv. Dave
 Towle. 244-9600,  
PROFESSIONAL TYPING. Term Papers, 
Thesis.












 my home. Experienced, de-
pendable,  reasonable. Phone 
294-1313. 
EXPERT TYPING of your thesis, term 
paper,




 Jo Ann 
Vine,  378. 
8577.   
TUTORING: Math, Arith., 
















 to Los 
Angeles,











 place an 
ad: 
 Call at 
Classified Adv. 
Office  - J206 
Daily 
9:30  a.m. - 
3:50 p.m. 
 Send in 
handy  order blank. Enclose 
cosh or 
check. MIr 
check  out to 
Spartan
 Daily Classifieds. 

 












lie  taught 
as Spartan 
Pool 







teaching  is definitely 
ham-













rtopular  sports, 
it's only 
normal












considered  a 
recreational
 facility," 















recreation  in 
some 
portion 




conducted  or 
not." 
And
















































































and  the 
future. 










Spartan Shields, 6:15 
p.m., Hl. 
Sociology  
Club, 12:30 p.m., 
CH235. 






 will speak 
on "The New 
Technology."
 Ferry is also
 the co-
author







360  S. 
11th SI., 
Kappa  
Kappa  atimma 




























 Spears. 6 p.m.,
 WG142. 












will  be held at 10 





 Mass will be 
held at 7 p.m.
 
Students  for 




 p.m., CH149. 
TOMORROW 
Arab-Atnerican Club, 3:30 p.m., 
Cafeteria 













MONDAY, NOV. 28 
Armour 
Grocery




trat km majors wanted
 in sales. 
Campbell
 Soup 

























































































 live in 
French
 homes. 
Total  costs 
equivalent 
to
 those at private
 universities 
and colleges



























(Code  91) 
27.82.39 
or 
























































yet  to ix. 
named, will speak on Tuesday, Dia 
16, on "American Education all., 





speak on  Sunday, 
Dee. 11 on 
"What American Edu-
cation Should Be." 
All
 
tnt 1111, he -










































 AND SANTA CLARA
 STREETS 
 SAN JOSE 
2 blocks from school 
First
 Immanuel
 Lutheran Church 
and 
Student Center 
Lutheran Church - Missouri 
Synod  
374 S. 3rd Street 
Sunday Morning Services
 
8:15, 9:30 and I I 
College discussion group: 
Wednesday.  6:30 p.m. 
A. J. 
BROMMER, Pastor - 
292-5404  
A. Craig Settlage, 
Vicar  - office 










 to your hair color 
ALSO 
100% European




and  $9.30 per 
month
 























is your chance, 
Student #7026941. 
















Suddenly it's in 
your hand. Cold. 
Biting.  Tart and 
tingling. You 
cackle fiendishly 




probably chilled to 
the bone by now.) 










And then? And then?
 And then you unleash
 it. 
SPRITE!




Heads  turn. Whisperings. 
"Who's that strangely 
fascinating student 




 green bottle 




you've  arrived! 
The distinctive


























POULTRY RAISERS across the country have fattened up their 
gobbler crop for the annual Thanksgiving turkeyfest. Marilyn 
Shea, public relations major from Redwood City, sadly serves 
her turk its last meal before the unavoidable axe falls. Under -
Photo by Dave Stout
 
standably, the 
doomed  fowl is not in any mood 
to eat. Perhaps 
because of its paper neck and crepe body. At 
any rate, the 
prospect of 
a chopping block doesn't do 
much for one's appetite, 
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SECTION B 
Food Feasting 
Seen  as 
Long  Tradition 








Spartan  Daily Staff
 Writer 
Turkey, stuffing and cranberries with the folks seems to be the thing to do over the 
holiday. 
And for a school that was touted as the nation's n  
her
 one party school a few years ago, 
there is a 
lot of studying and 
term 
paper
 writing going on,
 according to an informal survey 
conducted by the 
Spartan
 Daily. 
Typical holiday plans were given 
by Richard Kirby, senior chemistry major: "Study and 
work."  
There may be 
a few students 
going to 
Hawaii, Reno, Lake 
Tahoe and T.J.
 but none were 
found. 
However, there is a lot 
of hope for 
white fluffy stuff 
in the 
mountains, and ski wax 
Is selling 
like










 "Just going borne 
for 





If the snow 
level does drop, 
you will be able 
to





They'll be the ones with red, 
sunburned 




 students are planning 
trips to the beach for a 
day, 
and one said 
he
 was going horse-
back riding in the 
mountains. 
"I'll be staying with my par-
ents in 
Cupertino,"  stated Cecil 
Marjaniemi, graduate meteorol-
ogy major, 
but for many stu-
dents home is thousands of miles 
away
 and they must remain at a 
quiet, deserted school and spend 
a lonely Thanksgiving thinking 
of their family and friends. The 
SJS Foreign students have
 no 
where to go for Thanksgiving. 
Since Thanksgiving is a pure-
ly American holiday and most 
families have plenty to eat, with 
left over turkey 
a favorite sand-
wich filler, there is no reason 
many SJSers couldn't take a 
foreign student  home for the 
holiday. Those who live in the 
San Jose area could easily invite 
a foreign student over for
 dinner. 
It would be a chance for the 
student, both the foreign and 
domestic, to learn more about 




would  be a 
good international gesture, 
Foreign students interested in 
a 
free meal and 
American 
stu-
dents who want good company 
for the holiday meal should con-
tact the Foreign Student office, 
ADM201,  today or tomorrow, 
Photo by Vince Streano 
A FEW STUDENTS will fly home for Thanksgiving by plane. 
Others will travel by bus, plane
 or car. Pert Candy Satimahn, 
junior radio -television major from Orange, struck upon an un-

















 years ago, a 

























































protesting high price of a ready-
made food 
supply.
 Most of this 
discontent,
 however, will be 
erased for a day Thursday,
 as 
women 
across the land 
prepare  
the traditional lavish dinner. 
DAY'S ORIGIN
 





 history texts don't 




 credit for 
originat-
ing 
Thanksgiving  goes not, to the 






sands of years 
ago. 
The 
roots  of 
Thanksgiving
 also 
reach back in 
antiquity to the 
eighth -day 
Jewish Feast of 
Tab-
ernacles,
 and to the 
Greek feast 
of Demeter (goddess of corn). 
Rome celebrated




Cerelia)  which was 
a 
combination  of 
sacrifice  to 
the 
deities, feasting





















 d e c l a red 
days  of 
thanksgiving
 from 





such  as the 
defeat  of the 
Spanish
 
Armada  in 1588. 
During













 it and 
you'll


























the  world the 
stars of a 
nighttime




































man  is 
wonderful 
anal














































the Pilgrims had seen the Dutch 
celebrate their victory over the 
Spanish in 1575. Forty-six years
 
later, 
the Pilgrims, too, had 
good reason 





Their first winter was spent in 
sickness and hardship. 
One-half  
of 
those  who had made the  jour-
ney were already
 hue' ied on 
Plymouth soil. The 
remaining 
band 
planted  and successfully
 










 "Our harvest 
being
 gotten in, our 
governor  
sent four men on 
fowling,  that so 





 together after we 
had so gathered 
























brought  five 
deer










a few welcome days off from 
the 












 yourself to 
your par-
ents, if 
you don't forget to make 




 the first 
home




days  id 
mom's  iilisine  
does  
wonders




lining of a 
cafeleria-curdled  







beginning  two hours 
after
 the big turkey meal.
 
Per











to all, it's the ,Pcnal
 that 
Christmas
 is around 
the corner 
and the annual shoppinc;
 spree 
will soon begin. 
Spartan Daily Stuff 
Writer  
Thomas 
P. Turkey, outspoken 
leader of the Turkey Power 
Movement, yesterday submitted 
to a Daily interview on a 
farm 
just outside of Hollister, Calif. 
Following  is the text of the in-
terview: 
REPORTER: 
There  are some 
who criticize your takeover of the 
Turkey Power Movement. The 
argument seems to imply some 
sort of underhanded
 plot. Would 
you care to comment, sir? 
THOMAS: Of course there are 
many 
who  
attribute my rise to 
power to a chicken coup. Some 
even say I 
was  a party to politi-
cal foul 
play.  
REPORTER: What, exactly, 
Denies Chicken 
is the goal of your organization? 
THOMAS: Mainly we 
want to 
correct the present discrimina-
tion of society 
without losing 
our heads and resorting to vio-
lence. 
REPORTER: In what way 
have you been discriminated 
against, 
sir?  
THOMAS: In the first place, 
we have been identified with a 
second class holiday. We have 
been used to carry out a foolish 
symbolism. I can 
assure you, 
none of our number is chicken-
hearted. On the other hand, 
we're not masochists either. 
REPORTER: Yes, 
but, really,  
how can Turkeys shrug off this 
image? I mean, traditionally, the 
Turkey 

















from a "horn 
of
 plenty." Shirley Schuttle, a 
sophomore social service major has discovered 
that at SJS the intellectual harvest comes only 
Coup 
THOMAS: That's one of the 
principal barriers we face. We've 
been called 
peasant  pheasants 
so long some of us almost be-
lieve it, However,
 that's a bird 
of another feather. 
REPORTER:
 You mentioned 
that Turkey Power resents serv-
ing 
as a symbol of 
Thanksgiving,  
as well as 
providing the meal's 
main course. Perhaps you could 
suggest
 a substitute meat. 
THOMAS: We in the TP move-
ment are vegetarians, of course. 
I'm sure lettuce 
or cabbage 




REPORTER: Yes, indeed, 
we 
might be able to try that next 
year. I'm afraid I'll have to be 
going
 
now. I'll see you
 Thurs-
day on the dining room table. 









Miss  Schuftle sees thiii the 
"season of plenty" 




work. The 19 -year -old coed is a transfer
 from 
College















Socrates,  the great 
teacher-philoeopher
 
of old Creeee. might 








lc,on plan.  Iii.. 
objectiser. 
were  iiiolcl 


















according  to Dr.
 V. 







class, Dr. Spring's tongue-
in-cheek e.aluation of Sweatt, 
was part of his
 survey of educa-
tion 






















Dr. Spring is a 
coordinator of 
secondary student teachers, Since 
joining the SJS faculty 
in 1959, 
he has seen 10 per cent of all pros-
pective teachers fail the final, most 









dents "just aren't cut out
 to oper-
ate in 
the  classroom," 





 is no less 
a Pandora's
 box of problems, in 
light of 
burgeoning  
population  and 
uneven distribution
 of wealth, lo-
cally and 
nationally.  
"Between  1953 





















went before the 





 Lincoln, by presiden-
tial
 proclamation,
 began by set-




servance.  The action, mainly
 
through the 
efforts of Mrs. Sa-
rah









Franklin  D. Roose-
velt moved the day 
to the third 
Thursday of 
November in 1939. 
Finally, in December 1941, 




 fourth Thursday in No-
vember,
 









 more children, and they 




In 1900 only 
10 per cent of all 
eligible high 
school students re-
mained in the classroom. Today
the figure is 92 per'cent. 
SAME PERCENTAGE 




has remained about the same, but 
that percentage is being drawn
 
from a sky -rocketing population
 
base. The college classroom is be-
ing "inundated by sheer numbers," 
Dr. 
Spring  said. 
While  students 
come
 in 
all  sizes, 
the price tag of education is found 
in one size: GIGANTIC. Dr. Spring 
cited 
California  as an example. 
This state's Department of Edu-
cation is the largest department 
in 
Sacramento  and represents 
about 70 per cent of the state 
budget. Yet this amount is only 
about 40 per cent 
of
 the operating 
expense
 of public schools. Local 
support 
totals 56 per cent federal 





Spring  expressed particular 
concern 
about unequal distribution 















per student with 
Mississip-
pi's $2,500 
allotment  per 
student.  




 gold off the 
dome 
of its state 
capitol,  pawn it and I 
still not 
be






















 a full educational
 program, ac-
cording  to Dr. Spring. 
One















 Ga. lAP) 
-  
Otto  
Orkin, the pest -control millionaire 
with no spending money, won't 
have to go on relief after all. 
The plight of the 
Latvian im-
migrant,
 78. drew wide 
attention
 
early this month 
when his wife 
applied  for welfare funds and gov-
ernment
 surplus food 
because Or-
kin's fortune was tied up 
in a 
trust fund and
 the courts. 
Since then, 
the  Orkin% say, they 
have 
received  letters 
of encourage-
ment, cash 














































 in 1964. 









todian  of 








 for aid 
from 
the 



































































































































year combined talents to form one of the most 
successful  rock bands in the SJS area: "The 
New Arrivals." The 
group,
 which has three tele-
vision  
appearances,
 two popular records, 
and 
several commercials to 
its  credit, includes, from 
left, Shorty Syres, Bill Smith, 
Andre  Meschi, 




Hits the 'Big -Time' 
By :HAMLIN sHEA 
A year
 and a half ago, a rock 
out band called the New Arrivals,
 
rolled into 
the local scene and has 
yet to leave
 the spotlight. 
The San Jose group, originally 
known as the Preps, have since 
made two popular records, com-
mercials. have appeared on three 
television shows and have played 
with many big name artists. 
Led by Tom Muller, SJS juh-
ior radio -television major, the  five 
Man band tries to produce a "good 
t line"
 sound, playing anything from 
James Brown to the Beach Boys. 
"We try to be 
originalof  (lass -
no long 
hair," said Muller. 
Having toured the U.S. with 
the 
Beach Boys for two weeks 
in August of 1965. the group 
has also played many one nighters 
with the Dave 
Clark  Five, Sonny 
and 
Cher,  Paul Revere and the 






and his group have worked with, 
Ire dectibes the majority as fine 
people.
 Only a minority in the busi-
ness are 
trying  to drain it for what 
then ears getnamely
 money, he 
stated.
 
The  nicest all around 
personal-
ity 
he feels is Glen 
Campbell, of 






respectable  by incorporating mu-
sicianship," he added. 
Tom  and his talented 
group
 





 department at Macy's earl-




perform  for their 
special  events 
program.  Among the jobs 
they  
have done in 
this area was the tele-
vised 
1966 Macy's 
Fresh  Young 
World of 





They too are heard 
over  
the radio around the 









GROUP  MEMBERS 
A very 
diversified  group, 
the 
New 












-old  Bill 
Smith,  a 
sociology  I 
major 
from the 








-old  math 
major 
from San 
Jose City College. Both Bill and 
Dick will be attending SJS next 








major and their band leader, TO-
year -old Tom Muller. 
Although the band hopes to con-
tinue 
playing together
 in the fu-
ture, Muller explained the im-
portance 
of an 
education  as one 
of one of 
the prime factors in to-
day's 
society. 






is I ii 
any king of 
authority.  No matter 
what 




be it law, music, or teaching.
 
he 
needs to be sure of 
himself.  Edu-
cation helps accomplish 
this need. 
This 
is our general feeling 
about  
college vs. 
entertainment  while 
we are In school." 
The 
New Arrivals are 
best 
known
 for their hit sounds,
 "Take 
Me For What
 I Am,"  written by 
them
 and released earlier  
this sum-
mer, and
 "Scratch Your 
Name" 
which has. thus far. 
reached  70,000 
Peyton 







 movie -Television Writer 
HOLLYWOOD
 I API To 
Mc
 
casual observer, it might seent that 
the actual lives of the "Peyton 
Place" cast appear more dramatic 
than the roles they perform. 
After 
all,  what script 
writer 
could have dreamed up 
a more 
stirring story than Dorothy Mal -
one's 









 clots in her 




and her new husband, 
Frank
 

































began.  A 
couple




the  studio 
one  morning 
and 
found himself
 unable to 
con-
centrate on 












treated  for 
fatigue   a 
common ailment 
with  series stars 













































at the time. 
Immediate











 series can 
prepare  for my 
absence," 
he said. "If




years,  I 
think I'll












By STEVE AMES 
For Dr. Theodore M. 
Norton  po-
litical theory walks hand in hand 
with 
its practical application. 
By day he teaches courses in 
constitutional
 law and legal insti-
tutions. By night he 
divides his 
time between chairing the Sara-
toga Planning 
Commission  and at-
tending other 
town meetings. 
Dr. Norton,  sitting 
at case in 
his campus office, said that al-
though both the 
Saratoga  meet-
ings and
 SJS classes deal with 
political
 thought,
 they have little 
in common. 
'There 
is little relatively be-
tween the SJS courses 
which I 
teach and the 
activities of the 
commission,"
 he said. "We don't 
fine 
points




"More  often, we study 
questions
 
of variance." In such cases 
a party 
presents
 a plan to the commission, 
asking permission
 to build con-
trary 
to the provisions of 
an other-
wise applicable





Norton  added, "we 
discuss
 whether it should be al-
lowed and how it would
 affect the 
neighbors and 
the terrain of the 
land." 
Discussions
 of political theory 
in 










western  world, 
the
 development of legal 
theories, 
laws














 is not much 












application  of the U.S. 
Constitution  
including 
judicial  review, 
federal-
ism, the 
commerce  clause, 
civil 
rights,
 due process 
and the First 
Amendment.
 
CHANGE  OF PACE 




 pace to be 
involved in the 
community.
 He is 
a bachelor and lives 
at
 15120 Via 
Colind  in Saratoga. 
His qualifications for 
his  dual 




Bachelor  of Science 
degree  
in 1941 and Bachelor of 
Laws de-
gree in 1949 
from Stanford Uni-
versity, and a Master of 
Arts de-
gree in 1955
 and Doctor of 
Philos-




Other  than the common 
variance  
problem in the quiet 
residential  
community of 21,500, biggest bat-
tle of the moment is horses. 
"People 
living  next door to horse 
owners would like to think they 
are living in 
a city," Dr. Norton 
said. "We try to be fair to every-
one. But
 the horse owners don't 
trust us. It's not our intention to 
stamp out 
horses." 
It's all part of the 
excitement  
of building a 



















 I ii.1'0  MI 
Nelson
 





been written for him and 
quietly checked

















thy's" - - 








and in five weeks he 
had returned to "Peyton 
Place."
 




used to," he 
admitted  on 
his first day back.
 "My values 
changed 
















ing all right in its third year, and 
I expect it will go the full five 
years. I had
 always 
expected  that 
I would stay with it to the end, 
but now 
I wonder. 
"The question is: Do I want
 to 




Rossi  is a 




 I'm a guy 
who used to. love the 
riding
 
and fights of Westerns, and now 
all I do is stand there and talk. 
Is 




 to do?" 
Turkey Quest Nets 
No Local Gobblers 
After a frantic search late last 
week, the Spartan Dully 
discovered  
that there are no 
turkey  farms in 
the San 
Jose area. The Daily 
was 
attempting to find a 
live gobbler 
for its 
Thanksgiving  edition. 




San Jose, Emil Block,
 
retired.
 His poultry 
farm  in east 





leaving  no live 







INTERESTING CHANGE OF PACE," 
says Dr. Theodore 
M. Norton, 
associate
 professor of political science, of 
his  job 
with the 







well as instructing classes at 
SJS. He teaches 
courses in legal 
institutions  and constitutional law. 
community. Saratoga 
has  only been 
incorporated
 since 1956. 
Its  growth 
is slow 
but sure with Dr. Norton 
having
 an important








13 square miles surrounded by San 
Jose, Los Gatos and the Santa 
Cruz Mountains indeed are 
for-
tunatepolitical
 theory and prac-
tical  application 
walk


























































Have Dinner %s alt Is. 
Tender Roast Turkey with Dressing 
Soup Salad 











7111 and Saida Clara 
New beauty aicts for the 
coed
 . 











with a blush 
Ij ii brush. 1.00k natural with no streaks." 






 For Day 
Pink. 
Rose.   $3 
Illuminated For l.:ening 
Illuminated Rose Topaz or Pink 3 50 
Only 
Dorothy
 Gray has a non -oily 
Eye Make -tip Remover Lotion 
This mild, geode lotion 1.11:111SCS away all inakeqp 
in a wink. There is no oily film. Nino- skin is ready 
for a fresh 
make-up
 application or moili-op. 





















 DESERT BOOT covers great 
ground 
in 













 the most 
relaxed 
men  we know 
... make 
it  yours! 
GRODINSRAMS
 HEAD  
Grodirts Shoe 
Department,  14 Valley Fair 














you  believe 
a 





























Allen  Hall. 
a 
housernothership  
with  a respon-
sibility












having  damages 
repaired,  con-
trolling 
vandalism,  and 
helping
 res-
idents  with personal 
troubles. 
When he took
 the job, Koland 
realized
 it would be difficult, but, 
as he 
says, "I was ready
 to accept 
the challenge." 
CHANCE TO IIELP 
"I accepted the
 job because of 
the opportunity
 it gave me to help 
people, and to serve 
as
 a positive 
influence.
 I want to be a 
respon-
sible administrator but also a hu-
man being. 
I don't want to get too 
far 




feels  that his first nine 
weeks 
on the job have 
been rewarding, 
and he is 
pleased with the 
favor-











1966  spring 
semester  as ti 




worked  as resident
 adviser for 
two 








 to Allen was to 







help of Spencer Hinkle, also
 a resi-
dent 













 is trying to 
extend
 this 
' form of 




of the hall. 
FORMS OPINIONS 

















citizens of the academic commu-




college men, it 
is
 beeause they 
have too much 
energy."  He 
feels
 
that its activities for 
residence  halls 
could he 
improved,  there would be 
less 
restlessness.  Ile 
would also 
like to see 









or on the midenee hall level. 
He himself 




work beside his 
duties 
as 






















 leaned back 
in his 
eltair 




Alxialla  A. 
Ab-
dalla's wrinkled blue 
Levi's  and 
flopping
 sport shirt gave no 
indi-
cation of a 






 from home. 





 year he 
left his family in Sudan to attend 
Linfield College in Oregon. 
Ab-
dalla's home is North Khartoum. 
Besides being the 
capital of Sudan, 
North 
Khartoum is one part of 
th, 
"three-towned city" built where 
the Blue and White Niles meet. 
"Sudan's 
educational  system is 
based on the British system," Ab-
dalla says. A significant difference 
in comparing school systems, he 
claims, is that Sudanese schools 
rely more on a syllabus of studies. 
"Studies are something definite 
in Sudan. But we are not rushed to 
do something," he notes.
 On the 
contrary, he finds there is more 
pressure for speed in American 
schools.  
Another  variation he notices is 
the test frequency 
in American 





degree  in  
tests," he explains, "but a large 
order
 to 









to each student during the school 
year." Sudanese schools operate on 
a nine -month school year consist-
ing of three
 terms. 





















cheeseburger at the 
regular 
price plus a large 
10c drink of your choice 




Hamburger  or Cheeseburger 
at regular price and 10t drink of your 
choice for It more. 
No limit on 
purchases. 
Offer ends December







at regular price and 100 drink
 of your 
choice for It more. 
No limit on purchases. 









and  Sot. 










 of your 



















 of your 
choice for lt more. 
No limit on purchases. 
Offer
 ends December 31, 1966. 
Sudanese.  
Although



















 school is the 
second step in 
Sudan's four -step 
education
 syste m. 
Preliminary 






























says.  The 
university  is the 
fourth and 
highest level of edu-
cation. It is 
open to any 
eligible 
student











what  is 
















hopes  to 




































































































"right on campus" 
terests including music, especialb 
jazz, 
the 
otx-ra.  and good  
movii-
and plays. 
















Ile hopes to 





















































In a more 
serious 
vein,  a Wi-
consin University sign contend,. 
"The Marquis de Stale is a Pruili 
and God 
isn't d ea d, He Just 








shot:  "Incest Be-
gins at Home" and 
"Where is Lee, 
Harvey Oswald,
 Now That We 
Really Need Him?" 
Balloon Parade 
11 .h,..,' irk  











Thoin.atid.  if children 
and 
parents are e. %peeled to line 
South Find St reet 




terspersed  het u een 
mita rehing 
anat.. high Mil  og oi band*, AI nil 





















 Girls Whose 
Musical 
Abilities














 steps these 





fall's  fallen 












 the season: 
She 
wears  the delightful
 stadium 






one side's a 
plaidreverse
 it and  

















and crew neck, 
just





 one is 
tun  
olive and mallard 
blue. Sizes S. M, L, XL 
Add  Levi's  Sta-Presttc 
with  FortrelP the extra
-slim 























(C1   
z(-(wslig 
w 
At Silva Service our customers al-
ways seem to return. We don't know 
if it's the quick, dependable 
service 
at budget prices or the 
7 grades of 
major brand gasoline blended in our 
special blending pumps. Then, again, 
the reason could be our experienced 
mechanics, who can handle any auto-
motive problem, or because we give 
valuable EZY Cash stamps and
 honor 
all credit cards. The fact of 
the mat-
ter  is they keep coming back ... and 
we like it! 













































































 over this menu and then 
bun 
over
 with your 
best 
girl friend
-Order  from this 
menu  or from the 
nightly  
specialty




ROAST PRIME RIB OF BEEF
 an jun   
4.95 
COQ 
AU YIN   
3.00 
Chicken 
sauteed in red 
wine. 
VEAL 




  bed of rice 
Sopped with 
special  sauces. 
PAN
 FRIED CHICKEN, 
COUNTRY




   
2.85 
With wine and mushrooms. 
VEAL SCALLOPINI   
3.25 
With mushrooms sauteed






































CHOPS    
4.25 
TENDERLOIN
 OF BEEF 
BROCHETTE    
4.50 




STEAK   
5.50
 
MINI CUT NEW YORK STEAK   
3.75 
FILET 

























ALL ENTREES SERVED 
WITH  MIXED GREEN SALAD 










 I Highway 
1,1 
id 
Parking  I 
County
 
Jail  Paints Depressing, Drab 
Picture of 
Prisoners  and  
Surroundings
 
By STEVE AMES 






r mighty depressing 
place- -even  if 
The  man, half questioning the 
"They are 
a peculiar breed of 
you are only a visitor, 
reply, 
looked  up the 
ramp.  He was cat," Captain 






















how  long was anyone's guess,
 inmates. 
They  don't have beds be -
1 months in maximum 
security,







drunks  cause 
drunks
 fall out of beds and 






























 see why." 
many inmates
 working as 
trust  ii -
pale




 went on to explain that all 
Some are kitchen 
trusties,
 
othi  i 
:away,:





are  photographed and 
are minimum 
security trusties anil 
formed











They all have 
access  to a 
dayrooni
 
But it is 
home for  
those  uho 
He then led the group to 
the
 
and  a television set. 
The third deck,
 with the maxi
-
caught. 
have stepped out 
of line
 and gotten 
drunk tank. The 
flesh  colored rub- 















to Capt. Martin Le- 
 
















er, there is 
room
 for 315 
beds.  The 
The 
floors are padded and heated No 






and are sanitized three times





 an additional 170
 
day, the captain said, were there. Even






























TTIEIR  HOME 
"This is 
their home.
 They live 
here,"
 he said 
as



























The  door 
was  
shut.  We were 



























 is a large
 sign 





































 this area 
gave
 























 and get away


































 I also don't
 believe in  
being tied 




Mallory,  sophomore 
so-
ciology




admitted  she 
would
 like 
to "kidnap some people
 and take 
them home 













mapped  out a whole 
crime
 spree. 
"I'd  like 
to
 not pay 
income 
taxes
 so that I could 
go to a better 
school," she 
said. "And I'd




















so I'd get it." 
Crime,  
anyone?  
transportation  to Milpitas, stared 
Four walls, bars, clank
-shut  
through the 
glass.  There was an- doors and 
someone knowing ex-
actly where




depressing  in 
beds. Several 
were asleep on the a while
-a very short while. 
other 
cell  directly across from the 
one 










most  college students work 
their way through scnool, thiee 
18-year -old graduates of Los Altos 
High School decided to 
work  for 
themselves while going to  college. 
Jerry Bickenbach,
 freshman phi-
losophy major at San Jose State, 
and his two partners, Kit Haskett 
of Foothill College and Rodger 
Bridwell of University of Santa 
Clara,
 are the owners of Kit's 
Books, 375 S. Saratoga Ave. 
The young 
partners decided on 
a book store because they felt 
there is a need for a store with a 
good selection of paperbacks, Jerry 
said during an interview. 
The store deals 
exclusively
 in 
paperbacks and has some posters 
and prints. The thiee
 students be-
gan by going to a wholesaler and 
selecting the largest variety pos-
sible. The store now receives 
books  
from
 two wholesalers or directly 
from the publisher. 
"Vhe 
Kepler hook stores in Los 

















for the right plaee for










 in early 
August.
 
When asked if the work inter-
fered with his school 
work,  Jerry 
said,  "Knowing all the authors 
and  
titles comes in very 
handy." Hav-
ing no 
hired  help, the boys
 take 
turns
 working as their class
 sched-
ules will pet mit 
but remain open 
every night until 9:30 p.m. 
Jerry said they 
are  beginning to  
feel 
Christmas  rush in the form 
of 
specials from the publishers.
 
According to Jerry, 
mystery  and 
science 
fiction are their 
best
 sell-
ers hut the pride 
of the store is 











Spartan  Special 
is
 looking 
up.  A full -course 
Thanksgiving 
dinner 







































































you  for any other airline. 
727 Fan Jets: Los 
Angeles/Burbank I3.50
 







San Diego I7.78 
All tares 
plus  tax 
San 
Francisco/761-0818   


















Neatly cataloged in the little 
store are between 8 and 9 thou-
sand different titles. Several 
chairs 
are available for the customer's 
convenience, including a  small 











Brother,  Then 
Finds 
Him  Alive 
MERCED  (API -- Mrs. 
Pauline 
Small wants 
to know just who it 
was she had buried
 in a sealed 
casket last 











































charges. lie says he's her 
brother. 
Oakland





was  the buried man? 
The 
coroner's office in 
Portland 
said he was 
identified  as Elmer 
Bacon; 
he was found injured from 
an attack or fall 
Nov. 1 undei a 
bridge and 









Berg's has one 
of the 
most  
complete selections of HIS, 
men's clothing in San 
Jose. 
Come in end choose a new 
H.I.S. jacket, shirt or slack. 
52 S. First St 
295-086B 
Housemothers






























































The housemothers  
played bridge and were served 





 of the 
canned  food 
booty  showed Alpha Omicron Pi 
placed 
first with a 
total  of 201 
pounds, or 
3.71  pounds per girl. 
Alpha Epsilon Phi chipped in with 
105 pounds. 11.6 pounds per
 coed. 
Delta Gamma








































 ELLIS WILL 
GET A
 $300  
DISCOUNT
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Are  Cordially 






































Tuesday, November 22, PM 
SPARTAN DATI..T-53 

















December  2, 3, 7, 8, 9 & 10 
Matinee Sat., Dec. 10, 2 p.m. 


































































From  now until Christmas 
Open
 every night until 9 p.m.. Saturday 







hundreds  of finely 
tailored,
 
beautifully designed coats, originally intend-
ed 
to sell 










 And remember 






















132 SOUTH FIRST ST.. S.J. 
'Silly 
Question'   





By BOB KENNEY 
"Icky-poo, no! 
Fighting a war 
is a man's job, not mine!" 
Janice  
Beauchamp,  freshman English ma-
jor, 
gave  a fast answer to the 
question. "Should






















 quite blunt 
in her evaluation of the 
issue.
 
"Of course not. I've seen so 
many 
men on this 
campus  who 
think they are such studs. Maybe 
the army would give them a chance 
to prove it. It's not a woman's 
job to defend the country in a 
physical sense, but in an emo-
tional
 sense, and in a 
supportive  
manner," she said. 
John Leffingwell,
 Junior recrea-
tion major, didn't object to draft-
ing women as nurses, but "they 
aren't desperate enough yet," 
he 
said. Larry Sabo, business
 major, 
said "A woman's place 
is in the 
home." 
Among those who 
disagree with 
drafting women is Dan Morris, 














 major, suggested 
women perform "all the 
clerical 
work." Dwight Hill, also an engi-
neering major, 
noted, They  
should
 do most of the cooking 
in 
the  service." 
Bob  Likins, sophomore math ma-





"Yes, sir, ma'm, 



























"What are you 































 citadel  
of Andy, 
has  almost 
as 
many 
nooks  and 
cr
  ',. as 
it does 














 a hard 






 into the 
nooks, 










place  to 

















room. Here the prime 









Girl -gazing is practiced 
by men 
in the reserve
 area. The student 
concludes 
this is no place to study. 
He must travel upwards. 
An 
immediate quandary arises: 
Shall he take the elevator to go up 
only one floor
 or shall he use the 
stairs?  Ultimately, he 
compromises, 
rides the elevator
 to the third 
floor and walks down the
 stairs to 
the second. 
The
 second floor contains the 
country's 
newspapers.
 Our student, 
still
 anxious to work,
 finds the 
rustle of pages 






Ascending another flight of 
stairs, the student finds
 a fairly 
good study area, except, alas, for 
the 




gregations of both sexes carry 
on conversations
 in a dull roar. 
Maybe 
the  fourth level would be 
better. 
But the fourth floor contains 
the college's record collection. One 
person has the record player vol-
ume at maximum level. Everyone 
can 
hear 
"Beethoven's  Fifth" 
very 
nicely. 
Of course, why not the 
book -
Home





VW's  in 













































like  the other floors. 
There are a 
few more 
women  than 











 six. The 
student pauses 
to buy a 
bag of corn 











 all is 






his bag of 
nuts,  he 
carefully
 and 
discreetly places one 
nut in his 
mouth. His 
first  bite is his last. 
The 
crunching  sound is 
second 
only 






student  is 
quickly evicted







him, at least, the 
library is cer-
tainly no 




marches to the 
only  place on cam-
pus 




 done  the 
cafeteria. 
found an intuits:11.re .1con ob-
jecting to the drat It is against 
the American ideal oi the %Intl:Ill," 
she said. 
On the other side of coin, Ce-
leste Terwitz, 
freshman  nursing 







woild, and if they want it, they 
should take the responsibilities 
along 
with  it, including the draft." 
Gary Buck, sophomore philoso-
phy major, points out that "The 
army 
is
 the only place it man 
can  
find solace and peace anymore." 
A preponderance of those 
inter-
viewed objected to the 
draft  for 
women. Vicki Clark, junior 
art 
major, abruptly summed up her 
view of the problem. "If we had 
more men willing to go out and 
fight instead of fretting about 
losing their parties and booze for 
two years, silly questions like this 













































 FERNANDO ST. 
2954765 
Tharik.gie 'fl u. near. 
lido 
fill/  mil relax. 
back
 to the hook,
 ior NotiIl 
aNe. 
(hi isInfax in 
creeping  op 
sin us. too. 
When you're panicky for gifts,  





















 C. LEAN 
JEWELERSOur
 62nd 
















































 and San Fernando Street 
Downtown San Jose 
Open Thursday 
Evenings  Until 9 p.m. 



















































'Nine in every 
6,1ggi
 




 to taisc 
dents 
will  commit 
suicide this




























knee-high  how 
$22.98
 









tio made -high boot 
S9.98
 
Dattani footwear front 
complete
 at J. SIIIIWI*14. San-
dals,  shoes,
 I  










 I ir.i 
National 
I:harp.  ,I 
her Charge 







 Mt tVII' 
16011
 
Stlraiogs His ii 
I 
irnu,,oi I 




56 South First St. 
Open Mon., 
Thurs.  
and Fri. Nights 
These conservative figures 
are 50 
per cent above 
the national aver-
age for the same age group, ac-
cording to Frank Damrun. SJS 
graduate student in 
psychology.
 
'rho actual figures  are probably 
higher, he stated. 
Damron. whose main area of 
study is suicide, describes 
the  col-












 is the No. 2 killer of the 
tollege
 
student, whereas  
in the 
rtneral
 community it 
is the 10th 
leading
 cause of deaths. 
Casual factors cited 
by Lamron 
for
 this high rate 
include  frag-





 planning,  the break-
ing of family ties and sex. 
Damron also cited Dr. Edward 
Schneidman. consultant for 
sui-
cide prevention at the National 
Institute of Mental Health,
 who 
helices that despair and helpless-
ness are the main causes. 
During 
the period as a student. 
there is more conflict than at any 
other time, noted Damron
 Areas 
,if 








fronted with new Ideas which clash 
with his previous beliefs and strip 
him of 
the  security of his formerly 
well -ordered life, according to 
Damron. 
Many times a student must ad -
lust
 to 









grades  is very real 
and, if intense enough, facilitates 
depression and eventually 
suicide.  
he explained. 
As a solution 

















It.oked at as a learning situation 
either than as competition and 
strutzgle."
 he stated. 




















































 Gray,  English Olive,
 
Dark 













Fair and San Antonio 
Centers  
Open until 
9:30  p.m. Monday
-Friday  






would be to allow students a grc ttt - 
er voice 
in 
selecting  subjects 
anti
 
the manner of 
presentation,  he 
suggested. 





determine in suicide cases, but 
based on clinical studies and lit-
erature. Damron noted that three 
reasons for self-destruction may be 
ascertained.  These are fear, in-
feriority, and 
internalized  hatred, 
hostility and 











This  may 
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Christmas packages are 
moving 
out to Viet Nam 
in
 30 
all cargo jet transport flights 
a week. Chartered jets also are
 
carrying packages for servicemen 
throughout 
the  Pacific and Far 
East.  
Original deadline for 
Christmas  
surface
 mail to Viet Nam 
was  
Nov.
 10. But President Johnson 






mail rates of five pound 
packages  
with length 





 inches. The 
new deadline 
for such 




 flow in and the 
Postal 
Centration  Center
 has run 
out 





















forces  in 




































































































workers)  or 
money  (to the 
World  
University
 
Service).
 
